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Summary:
A delegate  of  the  Minister  of  Citizenship  and  Immigration  found  that  certain  acts

committed by a Convention refugee, Nagalingam, were of a nature and gravity that justified
refouling him to Sri Lanka pursuant to s. 115(2)(b) of the Immigration and Refugee Protection
Act. Nagalingam applied for judicial review.

The Federal Court allowed the application and remitted the matter for redetermination by
a  different  delegate.  The  delegate  breached  procedural  fairness  by  refusing  Nagalingam's
requests to cross-examine a witness. 

Administrative Law - Topic 2611
Natural justice - Evidence and proof - Witnesses - Cross-examination of - [See fourth
Aliens - Topic 1783].

Aliens - Topic 1783
Exclusion and expulsion - Deportation and exclusion of persons in Canada - Place of
deportation (incl. deportation to place of torture (non-refoulement)) - Section 115(2)(b) of
the Immigration and Refugee Protection Act provided that the protection for Convention
refugees and protected persons from being deported to a place where they would face
persecution, torture or cruel or unusual treatment (s. 115(1)) did not apply to a person
who was inadmissible on grounds of security, violating human or international rights or
organized criminality if, in the opinion of the Minister, the person should not be allowed
to remain in Canada on the basis of the nature and severity of acts committed or of
danger to  the security  of  Canada -  The Federal  Court  reviewed the principles  which
should guide a  Minister's  delegate  who is  called upon to  render  an opinion under  s.
115(2)(b) - See paragraphs 145 to 150. 

Aliens - Topic 1783
Exclusion and expulsion - Deportation and exclusion of persons in Canada - Place of
deportation (incl. deportation to place of torture (non-refoulement)) - A delegate of the
Minister  of  Citizenship  and  Immigration  found  that  certain  acts  committed  by  a
Convention refugee, Nagalingam, were of a nature and gravity that justified refouling
him to Sri Lanka pursuant to s. 115(2)(b) of the Immigration and Refugee Protection Act
- Nagalingam applied for judicial review - The Federal Court discussed that the standard
of review, respecting the various issues raised on the judicial review application - See
paragraphs 92 to 101.



Aliens - Topic 1783
Exclusion and expulsion - Deportation and exclusion of persons in Canada - Place of
deportation (incl. deportation to place of torture (non-refoulement)) - A delegate of the
Minister  of  Citizenship  and  Immigration  found  that  certain  acts  committed  by  a
Convention refugee, Nagalingam, were of a nature and gravity that justified refouling
him to Sri Lanka pursuant to s. 115(2)(b) of the Immigration and Refugee Protection Act
-  Those  acts  being  that  Nagalingam,  an  AK  Kannan  gang  member,  had  personally
engaged in violent inter-gang warfare activities and, in particular, had participated in a
shooting resulting in two deaths - Nagalingam applied for judicial review, complaining
that there were several reviewable errors in the delegate's findings - The Federal Court
held that the delegate made no error in finding Nagalingam responsible for acts for which
he had not been convicted - The court stated that "The Applicant is a proven liar and
obviously wishes to downplay the violent role he played in a context where threats and
reprisals ensured that witnesses would not come forward and actual convictions were
difficult  to  obtain.  It  would  be  ridiculous  if  the  Applicant's  success  at  violence  and
intimidation  could  now  shield  him  from  a  negative  115(2)(b)  opinion.  There  are
reasonable grounds to believe that this man killed two men; this is a crime of sufficient
gravity to warrant the application of this paragraph, to say nothing of the crimes of which
he was actually convicted" - See paragraphs 151 to 158.

Aliens - Topic 1783
Exclusion and expulsion - Deportation and exclusion of persons in Canada - Place of
deportation (incl. deportation to place of torture (non-refoulement)) - A delegate of the
Minister  of  Citizenship  and  Immigration  found  that  certain  acts  committed  by  a
Convention refugee, Nagalingam, were of a nature and gravity that justified refouling
him to Sri Lanka pursuant to s. 115(2)(b) of the Immigration and Refugee Protection Act
- Nagalingam applied for judicial review, arguing that he was denied procedural fairness
as  his  multiple  requests  to  cross-examine  a  police  detective  were  disregarded  -  The
Federal Court allowed the application - Procedural fairness required the delegate to at
least consider whether cross-examination of the detective was required and to provide
clear reasons for any refusal, which she did not - See paragraphs 157 to 188.
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This application was heard in Toronto, Ontario, on October 25, 2011, before Russell, J.,
of the Federal Court, who delivered the following decision in Ottawa, Ontario, on February 8,
2012.

Application allowed.
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